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Enumerative formulae for ruled cubic surfaces and rational
quintic curves

Daniel F. Coray and Israël Vainsencher

1. Introduction

Our aim is to calculate the degrees of certain strata of the variety
parametrizing the family of ruled cubic surfaces and to obtain a few related
enumerative formulae. The link with the rational quintic curves is as follows.
Such a curve c has a unique quadrisecant d, in gênerai ([LB], p. 190). Now there

are °°9 cubic surfaces doubled along d. Choosing 8 gênerai points on c, there
remain oc1 such surfaces containing them. Each of thèse has 2 • 4 + 8 16

intersections with c, and therefore contains c. Thus c may be got as the residual
intersection of two cubic surfaces /, /&apos; doubled along d, i.e., f-f&apos;=c + 4d.

Conversely, every irreducible quintic obtained in this way is rational, since its

points are parametrized by the planes through d.

It is well-known that a ruled cubic surface is doubled along a line. There are
four projectively distinct types (Abhyankar [A]):

0) non spécial: x2w + y2z 0;
1) spécial: x(xw 4- yz) + y3 0;
2) cône over nodal cubic: zy2 4- zx2 + x3 0, and

3) cône over cuspidal cubic: zy2 4- jc3 0.

THEOREM A. Let Xt c P19 be the closure of the set of cubic surfaces of type i
O&apos; 0, ...,3). Then we hâve: degX0 504, degX1 1552, degAr2 900, and

We observe that dim Xt 13 -1 and deg Xt is the number of cubic surfaces of
type i passing through 13 - i gênerai points. We also get a few other formulae by
imposing Schubert conditions on the double line or on the tangent cônes along it.
As a bonus of the main construction, we obtain the following:

THEOREM B. There are 105 rational quintics through 10 gênerai points of
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This resuit was anticipated in [C] via a différent reasoning and assuming a

conjecture. Hère the calculation takes place in the Chow ring of a smooth

compaetification for the parameter space of the family of rational quintic curves.
This compaetification is the Grassmann bundle of pencils of cubic surfaces

doubled along a common Une. Boundary éléments include pencils with a fixed

component. It would be nice to obtain a good description of the loci of such

pencils together with their normal bundles, hopefully confirming our guess stated

in (3.2.1) below. Presumably, blowing up thèse loci should produce a
compaetification endowed with a universal curve on it. This might be suitable for
obtaining other characteristic numbers ([FKM], [F]) for the family of rational
quintics.

2. The variety of ruled cubic surfaces

2.1 NOTATION. We dénote by V a 4-dimensional vector space over the

ground field and write P3 P(V) for the associated projective space of rank 1

subspaces of V. For a locally free sheaf F, we write SmF for m-th symmetric

power. Thus P19 P(53(K*)) is the complète linear System of cubic surfaces; its

hyperplane class will be denoted by h cx0p{\). We set

G Grass (2, V) {Unes in P3},

with tautological exact séquence

K y-+ y -» Q (rank K rank Q 2).

We recall that the universal line,

D P(K) {(/&gt;, î) e P&gt;3 x G | P e €},

is the scheme of zéros of a regular section of (?(1). Hence its normal sheaf is

isomorphic to Q(l)\D- The Schubert cycles on G will be written:

A cxQ (lines meeting a given line),

6 c2K (lines contained in a given plane),

n c2Q (linès containing a given point)

([F], Ex. 14.7.2). A cycle XnnpQq corresponds to the condition that a line meet n
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others, pass through p points and lie in q planes. $Yz dénotes the degree of the
zero-dimensional part of a cycle zona complète variety Y. We dénote by the

same letter a class (or sheaf) and its pullback if no confusion is likely.

2.2 PROPOSITION. There is an exact séquence of locally free €G-Modules

E&gt;~&gt;S3V*-»E&apos;

such that:
1) rank£ rank£&apos; 10;

2) for each d in G the fibre Ed consists of cubic forms doubled along d;
3) the projective subbundle

y:=P(£)cGxP19

maps onto the variety X: Xocz P19 of cubic surfaces doubled along a Une.

Furthermorey the induced map Y-+X is a desingularization in characteristic =£2

and is purely inséparable in characteristic 2.

4) we hâve the formula for the total Chern classes:

c(E)-1 c(Er) 1 + 9A + 480 4- 33jt + 232À0 -h 5O402.

Proof A surface / is doubled along a line d if and only if its équation lies in
the square of the idéal of d. Dénote by / the Idéal of D P(K) in P3 x G and let
2D stand for the subscheme defined by I2. Tensoring the exact séquence

by the invertible sheaf

yields the diagram of sheaves over P19 xP3xC:
C

L ® I2 c—&gt; L —++ L ® 02D.

The vertical arrow cornes from the natural section of 0Pl9(l) ® Cp3(3) defining the
universal cubic surface in P19 x P3.
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Let p dénote the projection P3 x G-* G or P19 x P3 x G-&gt; P19 x G. Set

The section s in (2.2.1) vanishes on the fibre over (f, d) in P19 x G if and only if/
is in I{df. Hence the set

has a natural subscheme structure as the zéros of the section p*s of Er ® OPl9(l)
(cf. [AK], prop. (2.3)). Now E&apos; fits into the exact séquences:

(2.2.2)

(2.2.3)

Indeed ///2 g* ® &lt;9D(-1), as we recalled in (2.1), and we may use Serre&apos;s

formulae ([H], p. 253) for the cohomology of a projective bundle. One checks

that p*s is equal to the composition of the tautological section of S3V* ® OPl9(l)
with the map (S3V*)(l) -»£&apos;(!) obtained from (2.2.2). It follows that Y is equal
to the subbundle P(E) of P19 x G. An explicit calculation of tangent maps (which
we&apos;d rather omit) shows that Y—&gt;X is generically unramified if and only if the
characteristic is not equal to 2, whence birational because the double line is

unique for almost ail / in X.
The formula for Chern classes follows from (2.2.2, 3) plus standard formai

properties (cf. [F], Examples 3.2.3, 3.2.6).

2.2.4 Remark. Put /: jc2h&gt; +y2z. The tangent cône to / at a point on the
double line consists of two distinct movable planes (i.e., neither of which is fixed)
(char. =£2!) with two exceptions A, B, where the tangent cônes consist of planes

a, b counted twice. The calculation of tangent maps referred to at the end of the

proof above shows that / is a smooth point on X and the tangent space there
consists of ail cubic surfaces tangent to a at A and to b at B.

2.3. THEOREM. The number of ruled cubic surfaces through m gênerai
points and with double line satisfying Schubert conditions Xnjtp6q (m + n + 2p +
2q 13) is equal to the degree of the zéro-cycle hmknnp6q. This number is zéro if
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m &lt; 9 or if pq^O, and the remaining values are given in the table below

(blanks 0):

m

n

P

&lt;l

J

9

4

2

9

2

1

1

9

2

1

1

9

2

1

9

2

1

10

3

18

10

1

1

9

10

1

1

9

11

2

81

11

1

33

11

1

48

12

1

232

13

504

Proof. Let p : Y P(£)-* G be the structure map. We hâve

f

The latter may be computed from the formulae:

([F], Ex. 3.2.1)

and

A4 2, n2 =02

([F], Ex. 14.7.2). That the degree of the zéro-cycle accurately gives the weighted
number of surfaces fulfilling the conditions imposed follows from standard

counting constants arguments. Indeed, set

S: p™x G&quot; x P§ xP**.

Consider the subvariety Z of S x Y defined by

Z:={((A), (d,),{Br),(ps),f,d)\ A, ef,d,nd*0fBredczps foralli,;, r,*}.

The fibre of Z over (f, d) in Y is fm x d&apos;n x dp x d*«, where d&apos; (resp. d*) is the

variety of Unes (resp. planes) incident to (resp. containing) d. Therefore Z is

irreducible of dimension 2m + 3«+/? + # +13 dimS, provided m 4- n + 2p +
2ç 13. In this case, a gênerai fibre of Z over S is finite and its degree is readily
seen (2.4(1) below) to be that of the zéro-cycle under considération.
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2.4 Remarks. (1) Each fibre of Z over 5 is an intersection of Cohen-
Macaulay subschemes of Y. Thus, whenever such an intersection is proper, the
intersection multiplicity at each point is the length of the corresponding local ring
([F], Ex. 8.2.7). In this case, the cycle-class of the intersection subscheme is equal
to the product of the cycle-classes of the intersectands and, in particular, the

degrees are the same and equal to the degree of the extension of rational function
fields; moreover, the intersection multiplicity is the inséparable degree ([V2]).

(2) Since in characteristic 2 the map Y-+X is everywhere ramified, the

degree of X is 504 divided by 2, 4 or 8.

(3) In characteristic =£2 the dual surface of x2w + y2z is a non-special cubic
surface with a double line. Hence there are 504 ruled cubic surfaces tangent to 13

gênerai planes. How many are there tangent to m planes and passing through
13 - m points?

3. Compactification of the space of rational quintics

As mentioned in the introduction, we hâve the following:

3.1 PROPOSITION. A gênerai rational quintic is given by a unique pencil of
cubic surfaces with a common double Une, and conversely.

Proof. We still hâve to prove the uniqueness of the pencil. First we claim that
if two cubic surfaces with a common double line d contain a rational quintic c

then d is a quadrisecant of c. Indeed, a gênerai plane through d meets c in only
one other point. This is because the intersection of the plane with the first cubic
surface f\ is of the form 2d + €; and î meets f2 twice on d and once elsewhere.

On the other hand, c has a unique quadrisecant. Hère is a direct argument for
uniqueness: suppose there are two quadrisecants d, d&apos;. Let d&quot; be a trisecant.
Then the quadric through d, d&apos;f d&quot; would contain c entirely. This is impossible
since a gênerai c does not lie on a quadric (cf. [C], lemma 2.5).

Finally, observe that 8 gênerai points on c impose 8 independent conditions on
cubics with d as a double line. Indeed, 7 points do not suffice, since there exists a

quadric through d and 6 of the points; the union of this quadric with the plane
through d and the seventh point does not contain c.

Notation being as in (2.2), set

7: Grass(2, £),
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the Grassmann bundle/G with tautological séquence

A^*E-»B, (3.1.1)

where rank^4 2, rank B 8. For a point tin T lying over d in G, the fibre At t
is a 2-dimensional vector space of cubic forms doubled along d, or, what is the

same, a pencil of cubic surfaces doubled along d. Notice T is of dimension 20 as

expected: a rational quintic curve in P3 is given by 4 forms of degree 5 in 2

variables, up to scalar multiple and projective change of the two variables (cf.
[C], lemma 2.4).

3.2 PROPOSITION. (1) There is a regular section of A* &lt;g&gt; &lt;?Pl(3) over
T x P3 which vanishes precisely on

$ := {(f, P) | P lies in the base locus of t}.

(2) We hâve the equality of cycles of dimension 21,

[$] 4[DT) + [C],

where DT D XGT and the fibre of C over a gênerai point t in T is the rational

quintic curve defined by the pencil t.

Proof Putting together (3.1.1) and (2.2.2) yields the diagram over T x P3,

with bottom arrow defined by évaluation at a (variable) point,

A &gt; &gt; E

T

The resulting section of A*(3) is regular because the codimension of 5 is 2 (and, of
course, T x P3 is Cohen-Macaulay). Indeed, call F the locus of pencils with a

fixed component. Each component of 5 is of codimension &lt;2 rank A. Since ail
the fibres of 5 over T — F are curves, we&apos;ll be done if we show $ has no
component lying over F. Now, for fin F, % is of dimension 2, so it remains to see

that dim F is less than 18. Hère are the possibilités for fin F:
Fx - fixed component a gênerai plane; residual pencil made up of quadrics with a

common double line. Dimension count:
3(for the plane) + 4(line) + 2(pencil) 9;
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F2 - fixed component a plane containing the distinguished line d (over which t

lies); residual pencil of quadrics through d.

Dimension: 3(plane) + 2(line) 4- lO(pencil) 15;

F3- fixed component a quadric surface containing d; residual pencil of planes

through d. Dimension: 4(line) + 6(quadric) 10.

Finally, assertion (2) follows because the generic fibre of $ over T is a rational

quintic together with its unique quadrisecant counted 4 times.

3.2.1 Remark. We describe what seem to be the normal directions to each of
the three components of F just described, at least at a gênerai point. The gênerai
philosophy is that, as a pencil acquires a fixed component /, the base locus loses

some components inside /. Thèse ghost components account for the normal
directions. We write F[ for the set of normal directions at a gênerai pencil Ft. We
should hâve:

Fi: linear System of quintic curves in the fixed plane with a 4-fold point at the
intersection with the distinguished line;

F2: linear System of conics in the fixed plane passing through the third point
of intersection of the twisted cubic determined by the pencil of quadrics and for
which the distinguished line is a chord;

F3: complète System |&lt;i + 4&lt;i&apos;| in the fixed quadric, where d&apos; is a line
transversal to d.

3.2.2 NOTATION. For a point P in P3, write CP for the fibre of C (3.2(2))
over P. Notice that a gênerai point of CP is a rational quintic through P.

3.3 THEOREM. There are 105 rational quintic curves through 10 points in
gênerai position. Moreover, if the characteristic does not divide 105, thèse curves

are ail distinct.

Proof. We use the fact that a gênerai rational quintic détermines a unique
pencil of cubic surfaces with a common double line and conversely. Notation
being as in (3.2), let W be the closure in T x Pj° of the set

The fibre Wt is x C}° for t in T - F, whence dim W 30 and W is irreducible
because its generic fibre over T is so. The map W-*P\° is easily seen to be

generically finite, with fibre

w{Pi)=n Cpt
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for (Pi) sufficiently gênerai, off the image of W — W°. Its degree is the degree of
the zéro-cycle [CP]10 for any P in P3. It gives the number of rational quintics
through 10 gênerai points counted with multiplicity (equal to the inséparable
degree of that map, as in 2.4(1)).

To compute the degree, let p : C—» T, q : C-» P3 be the projections. We hâve

where u stands for the hyperplane class of P3. By 3.2(2), the class of C in the
Chow ring of T x P3 is readily seen to be ([F], prop. 14.1):

[C] c2(A* &lt;g&gt; 0P3(3)) - 4c2(Q

whence we get

[CP] c2A-4c2Q,

and therefore,

[CP]10 (c2A)10 - 40(c2A)9c2Q + 720(c2A)8(c2Q)2.

Hère is an indication for the actual computation. Notation being as in (2.2),
consider the tautological séquence on P(E),

One checks that P(R) P(A) as bundles over G, whence we hâve the commu-
tative diagram:

P(R) » P(£)

P{A) -^ T -^ G.

In fact, the identification above cornes from the natural diagram of sheaves:

Cx(-\) &lt;y#(-i)

i i
A&gt; &gt; E —» B

\ i i

0«(-D &gt;— /?—«¦ B.
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Now the trick is to lift calculations on T over to P(A), then to descend via the
projective bundles q, p. Precisely, setting

and recalling

we get

c2(p*A hv.

Now we may compute:

f (&lt;vl)10 f &lt;p*{h&lt;p*(c2A)w) ([F], thm. 3.2(c))
Jt Jt

q*(h(hvy°) ([F], p. 13)

\ p*(hns2R) ([F], p. 47)
Jg

Further sR c(E)~l(l ~h)y and hence:

f (c2A)10 f p*{hll03jz -h 480 - 9Â/*)) (2.2(4))
jt Jg

f (33jt + 486)s2E - 9ks3E
Jg

f (33^ + 480)2 - 9A(232A0) 1305.
JG

Similarly, we get:

f(c2^)9c2Q=48 and f (c2A)«(c2Q)2 1,
JT Jt

which yields, at last,

f [CP]U) 1305 - 40.48 -f 720.1 105.
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Remark. The same method applies to the (6r 4-8)-dimensional family of
curves of degree 2r + 1 with a 2r-fold sécant (r&gt;2). Thèse curves are rational,
and they are ail obtained as the intersection of a pencil of surfaces of degree r + 1

with a common r-tuple Une.

4. Spécial ruled cubics

What distinguishes a spécial ruled cubic from the gênerai one is the nature of
the family of tangent cônes along the double line. For the non-special cubic
(x2w +y2z 0), the tangent cônes form a pencil of plane pairs without fixed

component, whereas for the spécial cubic {x{xw +yz) + y3 0) the pencil
acquires a fixed plane.

4.1. Recall (2.2(3))

Y={(f,d)eP19xG\f^2d}.
Set

DY=YxGP(K) {(f,d)P)eYxP3\Ped},
and put

F {(f,d,P)eYxP3\Pef}.

Consider the blowup of Y x P3 along DYy

b:B-+YxP3f

and take the total transforms D: b&apos;l(DY)y F: b~l(F). Then F-2D is an

effective divisor on B. We recall that D is the projectivized normal bundle, i.e.,
D DYxG P(Q ® OK(1)). Next, we set

Ç Ôn(F-2D). (4.1.1)

The fibre of Ç over (/, d, P) e DY is the projectivized tangent cône Ç(f, P)
provided P is not a triple point on /. Notice Ç is a divisor with associated line
bundle

ÛE(1)®€K(3)®66(2). (4.1.2)
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4.2 LEMMA. There is a natural isomorphism of bundles over DY,

i:DY xG P(Q*)^dy xG P(Q &lt;g&gt; 0K(l))&gt;

such that
(1) the following diagram commutes:

Q ® ^(1)

(2) i&apos;«?ô(C) OB(1) ® OK(Ï) ® &lt;Te.(2)

Proof. (1) follows from the universal property of projective bundles in view of
the natural isomorphism of rank2 bundles, Q* Q&lt;8)AQ*. Then (2) follows
from (4.1.2).

Recall that P(Q*) cz G x P(V*) is the subbundle of pairs (d, v) such that the
Une d is contained in the plane v. Thus, under the above identification, we may
write a point of D as a quadruple (/&quot;, d, P, v) such that/is a cubic surface doubled

along d, P is a point of d, and v contains d.

4.3 PROPOSITION. Set

Y&apos;-{(ffd,v)eYxGP(Q*)\veÇ(f,P) VPed}

and set

Then

(1) Y&apos;-* P(Q*) w a projective subbundle ofYxG P(Q*) o/ codimension 2;

(2) H&gt;e Aaue the formula:

[Y&apos;) c2(iT) « 30 + 2jt - 3AA + A2 4- (4A - 6A)jc + 4jc2.

Froa/. (1) Pick homogeneous coordinates so that v is the plane x 0, d is the
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Une x y 0. Then a cubic form doubled along d may be written

/ a(x, yy z, w)x2 + b(y, z, w)xy + c(y, z, w)y2,

with a, by c linear. The tangent cône at (0:0:z&apos; :w&apos;) is given by the forai

(azz&apos; + aww&apos;)x2 + (bzzf + ^w&apos;)*)&apos; + (czzr + cww&apos;)y2.

This is divisible by x for any zf, w&apos; if and only if cz cw 0, which gives two
linearly independent conditions.

(2) We show Y&apos; is the scheme of zéros of a regular section of K\ Construct
the diagram:

Ç :=fx6 P(Q*) c 7 xo P(/C) xo P(0*) xo P(0*) - {(/, rf, P, w, v) | P e d c

m Plu, 2d&lt;zf]
J

We see that a point x (ffdf v) in Y xG P(Q*) lies in F&apos; if and only if the fibre
Ç&apos;x contains Axy i.e., if and only if the natural section &lt;?A-&gt; OJ^Ç) vanishes over
Ax. It follows that Y1 is the scheme of zéros of a section of the direct image of
6A(Ç&apos;) in Y xG P(Q*) (cf. [AK], prop. (2.3)). In view of (4.2), the said direct
image is K&apos;. Assertion (2) now follows from [F], p. 61.

We may add that the formula for c2(K&apos;) can be written in several other ways,
since there are some relations. For instance, from the canonical exact séquence
on P(Q*)f

one gets:

whence

n jc(â - k).

4.4 Remarks. (1) Let Yx (resp. Xt) be the image of Y&apos; in Y (resp. in X).
Then the maps y—&gt; Y! and Yx-+ XY are generically finite with separable degree 1,

hence birational in chamcteristic 0. Notice Xx is the closure of the set of spécial
ruled cubic surfaces.
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(2) The class k defined above (4.3) is the class of the condition that a plane
contain a given point.

4.5 THEOREM. The number of spécial cubic surfaces through m gênerai
points and with double Une and fixed plane satisfying corresponding Schubert
conditions is the degree of the zéro-cycle hmknJtp6qKr in Y&apos; (4.3), a sample of
which is given in the table below.

m

n

P

q

r

J

7

2

1

1

1

7

2

1

1

7

4

1

2

7

1

1

2

1

7

3

2

2

7

1

3

1

7

2

3

1

8

4

8

8

1

1

1

10

9

1

1

34

9

1

2

62

10

2

288

10

1

114

10

1

174

10

1

1

286

10

2

172

11

1

766

11

1

652

12

1552

Proof. One applies successive push-forwards of the zéro-cycle from Y&apos; to
Y xG P(Q*), then to Y and finally to G, employing (4.3) and (2.3). For instance,
the degree of Xx variety of spécial ruled cubics) is calculated as follows:

f /*12=f h12

f h12[Y&apos;]

f h12(36 + • • • + (4/i - 6â)k + 4k2)

f (4h13 - 2h12k) 2016 - 464 1552,
JY

using the fact that k 4- k2 + a:3 pushes down to c(Q*)~l c(K*) 1 + A + d. As a
further example we may compute:

hlOkKf /*10À*=f h

f hl0kK[Y&apos;]
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f h10kK(36 + 2jt- 3kh + h2 + (4h - 6X)k + 4k2)
JYXGP(Q*)

f /tloÂ(30 + 2k - 3A/ï + h2) + hlok2(4h - 6A) + 4hl0k0 286.
Jy

5. Cônes

Consider the tautological séquence on P3 P(V),

H&gt;-+V*-»U:=€(l). (5.1)

The fibre W HP over a point P in P3 is the subspace of V* //°(P3, f/) of
linear forms vanishing at P. Therefore a cubic cône in P3 with vertex P has an

équation fin S3W cS3V*. On the other hand, the plane P*:=P(W*) imbeds in
G as the star of Unes through P. Thus, a nonzero / in S3 W yields a base curve for
the cône. This allows us to further stratify the family of cônes by imposing
conditions on the base curve.

5.2 LEMMA. Notation as in (5.1) and (2.1), we hâve:

(1) P(//*) P(*:)
(2) Op^-yPs Q* ® M&quot;1, w/iere M := &lt;V(1)«

More precisely, there is a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:

i)
î î
K ,—&gt; V

1 î
l/* t/*

top row (resp. first column) is the tautological séquence on P(H*) (resp.

D

We dénote by B&apos; the bundle of first order principal parts of A/3 over
P(//*)-&gt;P3 (cf. [V,], p. 403; [EGA], 16.7.1.2). By 5.2(2), it fits into the exact

séquence

(5.2.1)
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5.3 PROPOSITION. There is an exact séquence of vector bundles over
P(H*),

such that:
(1) P(R) {(f, d) € P(S3H) xP(v) P(H*) \disa singular point off}\
(2) P(R) maps birationally onto the variety X2 &lt;= P19 of cônes over singular

plane cubics.

(3) Set u: CiU, m\~cxM. Then we hâve m X — u and

&apos;

1 + 6A + 3m + 12A2 + 32uA - 8u2 + 8A3 + 92wA2 + 24w2A - 40w3 +

+ 80aA3 4- 260u2X2 - 200u3A + 360w2A3 + 180w3A2.

Proof. The first assertion is a spécial case of [Vt] (Thm. (9.1)(3)). Assertion
(2) follows from two facts: (i) the map which assigns to a singular plane cubic its

singular point is rational; (ii) the map which assigns to a cubic cône its vertex is

rational and is defined on a neighborhood of zxy +x3 + &gt;&gt;3. Thèse claims amount
to verifying that the maps P(R)-^P(S3H) and P(S3//)-&gt;P19 are generically
injective and unramified. Injectivity is obvious; as for tangent maps, one proceeds
by explicit calculation (cf. [AM], p. 340).

For the last assertion, we recall the exact séquence

S3H &gt;

This yields, in view of (5.2.1) and (5.2),

c(Ryl (1 + w)10(l + 2m)4(l + u + 2m)

Observing that u4 0 and m A - u (again by 5.2), one obtains (3).

5.4 Remark. (1) The class u introduced above is the condition that the vertex
of a eone lie on a given plane.

(2) The degree of the variety of arbitrary cubic cônes is

f /t12= f c(S3Hyl~ 120.
JP(S^H) M
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5.5 COROLLARY. The number of cubic cônes with a double Une satisfying
hmknnp0qur is given in the table below for a choice of m, r:

m

n

P

q

r

6

1

3

1

6

2

1

1

7

3

1

18

7

2

1

3

8

1

1

36

9

1

116

10

1

480

10

1

420

11

900

Proof The desired degrees are calculated by pushing forward the appropriate
zéro-cycle from P(R) to P(K) and then to G. We recall that Eo^6+&apos; maps to
c(R)~\ and u + u2 + u3 to c{Kyl 1 + A + n (cf. [F], p. 61). We hâve, for
instance,

f hwu f u(80wA3 + 260w2A2 - 200u3A)

f (80A4 + 260; 420.

5.6 PROPOSITION (Assume char. #2). The subset Y3 of P(R) of singular
cubics with a double tangent is a divisor given by the zéros of a section of
A

Proof. Recall that the bundle B&quot; of second order principal parts fits into the

exact séquence

in view of 5.2(2). Since S3H-»Bf factors through B\ and since P(R) is the
scheme of zéros of the section Û(-l)-+S3H-+ B&apos;, we obtain a section of
(S2Q*)M ® 0^(1). In characteristic #2, S2Q* imbeds

2
in Q* ® Q*

Hom (Q, Q*). Thus, taking déterminants, we get a section of ((Ag* ® M(l))2. In
local coordinates one checks the latter is given by the Hessian of the plane cubic
around the singular point.
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5.7 COROLLARY. The degree of the closure X3 of the set of cônes over a

cuspidal plane cubic is 960 (up to the inséparable degree of Y3—* X3)

Proof. We hâve J^3 h10 jy3 h10 (up to the inséparable degree) By (5 6), we
hâve [Y3] 2(h + m - A) 2{h - u). The desired degree is thereforef10 D
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